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Entryway Wall Organizer
A

re you having trouble with clutter around your entryway? This oh so easy
beginner-build wall organizer will be just what is needed. Made from only a few boards
it can be customized endlessly. We did ours with some chalkboard paint, brass thumb
tacks, brass cup hooks and matching brass paper clip holders. Organization - check!
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Make sure you read through the instructions carefully and take notice of any special
construction notes prior to making any cuts. And always practice safe DIY’ing. Have fun!
PLEASE NOTE - many pieces may require you to cut them to fit a certain size
while you are building it. Its best not to cut pieces until you need them. Take
your time and study all the diagrams.

CUT LIST

1" x 16" x 4'
edge glued
project panel

1" x 3" x 6'

¼" x 3" x 24"
luan craft board

¼" x 6" x 24"
luan craft board
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MATERIALS LIST
Material

Qty

1″ X 16″ X 4′ edge glued
project panel

1

1″ x 3″ x 6′ pine board

1

¼″ x 3″ x 24″ luan craft board

1

¼″ x 6″ x 24″ luan craft board

1

Material

Qty

1-¼″ brad nails
½″ brad nails
wood glue
decorative elements such as
brass thumb tacks, brass cup
hooks and brass paper clip
holders
chalkboard paint

notes
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1.

First cut your three1x3s to length. These will be the vertical supports
for the mail holder. Then cut a 45° angle at one end as shown.
Repeat with remaining two 1x3 pieces..

2.

Cut your project panel to length. Attach the vertical supports
with wood glue and 1-¼" brad nails using the spacing shown.
The1x3 on the right is flush with the outside edge of the panel.
You may want to mark on the back where the vertical boards will
be located so you know where to drive the brad nails.

2 ½"
12"

3.

Cut the front of the mail holder to length and attach with wood glue
and ½" brad nails.
Finish to your liking and allow to thoroughly dry.
Cut your chalkboard to length. Using either spray-on chalkboard
paint or brush-on chalkboard paint cover the front and sides. You
may need a few coats. Attach to the back panel with brass thumb
tacks.
Attach your brass cup hooks paper clip holders.

Hold the bottom 1x3 in position and mark it's length. Cut and
attach with wood glue and 1-¼" brad nails.
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